A test of the model-free formulas. Effects of anisotropic rotational diffusion and dimerization.
The effects of anisotropy of rotational diffusion and extent of dimerization on the performance of the simple and extended model-free formulas are investigated. Numerically exact 15N NMR R1, R2, and NOE data are simulated for cylindrically symmetric species and also for mixtures of spherical monomers and dimers with the same internal dynamics. The relevant internuclear vectors are assumed to move in isotropic deflection potentials fixed at different orientations in the molecule and to exhibit a single relaxation time in their internal correlation functions. The simple model-free formula is fitted to these simulated data in order to obtain the best-fit order parameter and internal relaxation time for each nucleus. Fitting is accomplished by the standard data-analysis protocol, in which a single common global correlation time is adjusted, and also by an alternative protocol, in which the global correlation time is adjusted separately for each nucleus. The extended model-free formula is likewise fitted to these same data. With noise-free data, the simple model-free formula and standard protocol yield remarkably good best-fit internal motion parameters up to moderate anisotropies (r = D parallel/D perpendicular = 2.0), but some or many of the NMR relaxation data are not fitted well even for quite modest anisotropies (r = 1.3). The extended model-free formula yields an improved fit to the NMR data, but predicts substantial amplitudes of nonexistent slow internal motions (tau approximately greater than 0.2 ns) for many of the nuclei for all r > or = 1.3. The simple model-free formula with the alternate protocol yields even better internal motion parameters than the standard protocol and also an excellent fit to the NMR relaxation data. The best-fit global correlation time for each nucleus corresponds very closely to the theoretical correlation time defined herein. Knowledge of these times would allow one not only to estimate the anisotropy of diffusion but also in favorable cases to infer the existence of slow internal motions. Inclusion of typical statistical errors in R1, R2, and NOE, or modest exchange contributions to R2, seriously degrades the performance of the simple model-free formula with either protocol, especially in regard to the internal relaxation times, which can exhibit very large deviations from their input value even for spherical diffusors. When the fraction of monomers existing as dimers lies in the range 0.1 < or = fd < or = 0.8, none of the three model-free approaches tested yields reliable internal motion parameters.